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MEDIA FREEDOM MEANS LABOUR RIGHTS
FOR JOURNALISTS
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The labor rights and income of journalists and other media workers must

become a key part of the discussion on media freedom.

For decades, media workers in Central and Southeastern Europe have been

facing the deterioration of their work and financial situation while suffering

great pressure from political and economic elites. Initiatives to improve solely

media freedom are insufficient because they often approach issues related to

media rights, without the intention of systematically solving those issues. These

initiatives often forget that tired and poor journalists cannot be completely free,

unless they first fight for better working and material conditions. 

That is why media workers today must join the fight for a living wage, for

shorter working hours and for secure employment. Improvement in their

working conditions would certainly lead to an improvement in the work of

media and in ensuring greater media freedoms.

Why is it important for journalists and other media workers to organize

themselves and fight for better working conditions? If you work in the media,

you probably want to get involved in this fight for yourself. If you are a member

of the audience, it is important to know that  journalists are indispensable for

the construction and preservation of democracy in our societies. Without

satisfied workers in the media, there is no media freedom. Without media

freedom, democracy is in danger. And without a strong democracy, how will

we, as a society, be able to fight to improve our position? 

For a society to function according to basic democratic principles, it is

necessary to ensure media pluralism – for citizens to make informed decisions,

different sources of information coming from different political positions must

be available to them. Today, that is not the case. Both globally and locally, the

media sphere is controlled by a few companies that create monopolies and

oligopolies. The owners of these companies are perfectly fine in the current

system, and therefore, do not want to deal with issues such as social

inequalities that are at increasingly high levels. Maintaining the status quo is

primary for them. That is why there are fewer labor rights or union activities in

the mainstream media – these are the issues that would represent the poor

majority in their fight for social change. 
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Although many mainstream media refer to professional standards and

objectivity in their work, their actions often take a side. Most often their

coverage serves the interests of decision-makers and the elites, thus

influencing the flow of public discourse and the shaping of public opinion on

various social problems. Therefore, these media will often help right-wing

conservative politicians rise to power, support neoliberal laws that are contrary

to the public interest or the interest of disadvantaged social groups, encourage

the privatization of public goods and services and the collapse of the welfare

state, justify military interventions, or demonize mass protests against harmful

policies for the majority.

The concentration of media ownership, the abuse of professional standards

and of the concept of objectivity led to a lack of pluralism of opinions and

resulted in an increased vulnerability for many journalists.

The consolidation of ownership occurred due to changes in legal regulations

that led to the deregulation of the media field and the introduction of market

mechanisms, which for many, especially small local media, is not sustainable.

Thus, large media houses eventually become the owners of numerous media,

small and large, creating conglomerates that reduce media pluralism. We now

have countless channels via cable television that broadcast identical content.

Consolidated ownership led to a reduction in the number of workers and an

increase in the pressure on those employees who remained. This further

reduced the maneuver space to fight for better conditions.

When we talk about professional standards, we must understand that

journalistic work involves making decisions, which cannot leave us in a

position of "objectivity". We all make selective decisions on what topics to

cover; we format statements differently; sometimes we take a clear political and

ideological position by choosing who gets media space and how. It is quite

normal for journalists to start from their worldview in their work, and for their

work to be shaped by their values and political views. Journalism was not

created as neutral, but precisely as a channel for advocating and promoting the

views of different social groups and their organizations. 

The owners of private media realized long time ago that the abuse of media

neutrality or objectivity brings them a larger audience and larger profits. To

achieve this, the owners have set tasks for the editors and journalists, which

often come down to simply copying PR announcements without any critical

reflection. The race for the audience, or rather profit, has turned media content

into clickable headlines and texts without meaning.
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That is also how journalists have lost the collective power they once had. Media

owners do not need many journalists who will investigate and critically reflect

on social events; they need a small number of those who will follow simple

instructions and be "objective" by copying what the PR departments of various

organizations, institutions, companies, and individuals say. We will agree that

you don't need to be too "professional" to be able to complete these tasks.

So today, if we want to talk about freedom of the media, we have to adress real

problems that stand in the way of achieving that freedom. These are the

problems of the ownership structure – since the owners are part of a rich

minority that does not want a change of the current social reality that favors

them– and the question of the labor rights and earnings of the journalists who

are media content creators. 

If someone is not free to work, if s/he does not have the means for a decent life

and if s/he is constantly threatened with termination of employment, s/he can

hardly reach his or her full potential at work, and ultimately contribute to the

realization of free media.

The first step towards achieving this is organizing journalists as workers

and joining the collective struggle for their rights.

JOURNALISTS ARE WORKERS

It is important for journalists to organize themselves as workers, which would

mean that they establish their own labor organizations – trade unions – and

thus lead a collective struggle to improve both their position, and the work of

their media organization. This is vital to supporting media freedom.

However, we must be realistic and admit that, today, a large number of

journalists do not identify themselves as workers at all.

Considering the position of the media in the capitalist system and the role the

media play in society, the fact that journalists are authors does not free them

from the exploitation to which many other workers are subjected. Many

journalists believe in a myth about authorship as a very special and individual

act for which not everyone is trained, which is always unique and special. It is

true that journalists, at least those who are not forced to just copy PR releases,

are the authors of their media content. Yet, this does not mean that media work

is based on many individual authorship, but rather that it rests on the joint

construction of media content, and the use of collective knowledge. 
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The work of journalists is part of a chain of production and exchange of

information and knowledge, which makes the final product collective and

not individual. Although journalists (usually) sign their work (which is

necessary because they take responsibility for the content in front of their

audience), they should not be seen as the only creators of the final product. For

a media release to reach the audience, cameramen and editors, designers and

printers are needed; the text needs to be formatted, edited, and proofread.

That's why, when we talk about organizing journalists as workers, we always

talk about organizing all other media workers as well.

In addition, due to the changes in the media market and content production,

journalists today have less and less opportunities to live and work as the big,

almost mythological names of journalism from the last century. Regardless of

the sources of information they have access to, or of the number of audiences

they attract, very few journalists can afford the level of autonomy from editors

and directors that (at least some) journalists used to have. The majority of

journalists in mainstream media work overtime, they shift between multiple

positions, and sometimes even perform work outside of journalism, for example

bureaucratic tasks. This does not mean that today's journalists are less

valuable or less skilled than the great names of this profession in the past ;

this simply means that their labor rights are violated. This problem is to be

solved not individually, but collectively, like workers in other sectors are trying

to do.

The claim that journalists are workers is also related to the position that the

mainstream media themselves occupy in the capitalist market. Media owners

make most of their money by selling advertising space to different companies.

The interest of those who pay for advertisement is to speed up the circulation

of their capital; that is, to shorten the time before their products or services

reach end consumers. The media helps them to achieve this goal by allowing

them to sell their products faster, thereby significantly reducing the expenses of

the companies, for whom storage, transportation and fixed costs represent a

much higher percentage in overall expenses than the advertisement in the

media.

In order to be competitive in such a market and increase their profits, media

owners pressure their employees to work as hard as possible to make the

media content  as visible as possible, and for it to reach the widest possible

audience. As quantity has become far more important than quality, the

authorship is being erased from journalistic work, which is increasingly

reduced to "copying". That is why we should not be surprised that a large

number of journalists feel "as if they are working on a production line”.
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Associations of journalists are certainly the oldest and the most widespread

professional organizations in the media sector, which most often include

other media workers as members.

Unions that bring media workers - including journalists - together have also

been present in the struggles of the labor movement for a long time.

Although unions are responsible for everything we consider as positive

aspects of the labor contract – from health care, to limited working hours, to

paid vacations – the truth is that the political importance of most trade

unions has been quite low for many years.

 Non-governmental organizations  have largely replaced or supplemented

the work of associations and unions: for instance by performing the tasks

that the weakened older collective organizations are no longer able to

perform, such as education of workers.

In this sense, journalists have become easily replaceable: if you don't want to

work long hours for little money, there is always someone who will. The

development of artificial intelligence makes it possible for the content

production to be done by an algorithm. This does not mean that we have to

fight against "robots", but that we have to organize ourselves in order to fight

for shorter working hours, dignified earnings and the possibility to create

quality and meaningful content, and not just fill the space in search of the

attention of audiences to which the media owners will push advertisements.

HOW TO ORGANIZE

Since we have established that journalists are workers and that in order to

improve their working and financial position, and to defend professional

standards, basic functions and freedom of the media, they must organize

collectively, it is time to answer the question "how to organize?”.

To begin with, we will mention some of the available forms of organization that

already exist. Each, in its own way, have contributed to the protection of

journalists and their labor rights for decades. None of these forms are perfect,

and very rarely individual organizations or associations that work within the

framework of one of these structures can satisfy all the needs of media workers.

Therefore, it should be said right away that for organizing and fighting for

better conditions in the media, it is best to have synergy of those methods.
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Our Associations

Journalists' associations are some of the oldest professional organizations. They

were founded according to the guild principle. Their main role, at the end of the

19th century and in the beginning of the 20th century, was to advocate for the

respect of the profession and for the freedom of the press. However, already in

the first decades of their existence, the question of the material position of

journalists opened up, which was also the beginning of trade unions' work in

this sphere. It is important to mention that at the beginning of workers'

organizing, workers from  professions related to the media, such as typesetters,

had much stronger trade union organizations.

Contemporary associations of journalists and other media workers mostly deal

with issues of journalists' safety, especially in the countries where conservative

authorities and economic powerhouses do not shy away from psychological

and physical pressure and attacks on journalists who write critically about their

actions. Associations are quite active in advocating for the regulation of media

laws, as well as for the regulation of the media market (i.e. issues of media

ownership and financing). Additionally, associations are quite active in the fight

against censorship and judicial pressures on media and journalists.

Associations, often together with trade unions, form international federations,

such as the European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) and the International

Federation of Journalists (IFJ). Such networks enable faster and better

exchange of experiences, ideas and knowledge, but also closer cooperation

between associations and trade unions, which is often absent at the local level.

Our Trade Unions

Trade unions are the largest and the most visible labor organizations. In almost

all countries, they are recognized as organizations with institutional and legal

opportunities for collective and individual representation of workers before

employers and state institutions. They also have the right to participate in

negotiations with employers and authorities on issues that are important for

labor rights, for the financial situation of workers and even for monitoring of the

economic development companies and communities.

Limited working hours, paid vacations, contracts, health insurance, guaranteed

wages – these are just some of the rights we have, or had, thanks to decades of

union struggle that was not easy and did not take place in a peaceful context.

That difficult struggle and the constant sacrifices and investments made by the

activists of the labor movement led to the fact that the unions are today the

"official" representatives of workers and one of the most important social actors.
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Modern trade unions, however, do not resemble the militant and combative

organizations that a hundred or more years ago were able to stage mass strikes

and attack the bayonets of the police and the army in order to fight for the eight-

hour working days. Decades of post-World War II collusion with capital have

turned unions into bureaucratized structures that act more as providers of

services to individual workers than as mass collective organizations ready to

fight hard for the betterment of workers’ position.

In former socialist countries, this problem is even more pronounced. Trade

unions were not a counterweight to the authorities and a real representative of

the interests of the working class. In the European socialist states, the unions

were an extended arm of the ruling parties that played the role of cushioning

workers' discontent. At the same time, the unions played a role in maintaining

social peace, so in some countries they became synonymous with the purchase

of cheap food or clothing for their members. Since the trade union

organizations of socialist countries lost the experience of fighting against

employers, the arrival of capitalism found them unprepared. As a result, workers

often organized resistance to the violation of labor rights and privatizations

themselves.

The workers were often dissatisfied with the work of the existing unions. Their

need for collective action and struggle led to the creation of new organizations.

Most often these unions were militant in their beginnings, which instilled great

hope in the disillusioned workers.  However, those too, have slowly drowned in

the general neoliberal discourse about society in which there is supposed to be

a social dialogue in which unions negotiate with employers. That image quickly

became just a cover for the increasingly pronounced exploitation of workers –

unions got a seat at the table but lost their negotiating power by forgetting

about organizing membership and collective action.

Large trade unions' headquarters, be it those that were created many decades

ago, or those t created in waves of resistance to capitalist transformation, have

become ossified and sluggish bureaucratized structures that fail to respond to

the modern needs of workers. Such unions lack democracy within their

structures, the possibility for the members to influence decisions is low, internal

education serves to prepare members to participate in negotiations that

systemically only serve to further reduce the power of the union. The idea to

change the system is absent or quickly suppressed if it appears.

It is true that such unions have become effective in solving individual workers'

problems. If the labor rights of an individual worker are violated, the union's

professional legal services can react quickly and professionally and do a lot to

resolve the dispute in favor of the worker. However,  from the perspective of

"traditional" unions, the practice of building collective power has been lost –

individual workers whose problems have been solved are satisfied, 
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but because someone has done it for them, they haven't become better

prepared to fight the systemic problems that press them every day. The

opportunity to get closer to other union members, and thus recognize common

problems, is also lost in the process. 

One of the major obstacles to the creation of collective power within unions is a

misunderstanding of legal solutions, especially those that are nominally positive

for union organization itself. Trade unions  are responsible for the existence of

laws and constitutional guarantees that ensure workers rights are observed.

These supposedly positive provisions often give the impression that starting a

union is simple and easy – we don't need a lot of people for a union, union

representatives are protected by law, registration is cheap, etc.

We must think about the laws in an ideological context and think about why

certain provisions are the way they are. Why is it so "easy" to form a union?

Simply, we can form a union easily because organizations that meet only those

minimum requirements do not actually have any strength. Such a union exists

on paper and since they can be only strong in words, not actions, they are

paper tigers for employers.

Even when a union gathers enough members and becomes representative, so

that it can enter the process of collective bargaining with the employer, this still

does not mean it actually has enough power to achieve more favorable

conditions for the workers. Simply, employers are a stronger actor and only if

the union has collective power, it can enter negotiations on an equal footing.

To overcome this, it is necessary to work on organizing and on building real

collective power, and there is no recipe, nor norm for this in the law. 

Organizing Your Colleagues 

In our workplaces, in collectives and newsrooms, or as freelance journalists, we

face various problems at different levels. Individual solutions to these problems

are sometimes possible, but the effects are short-term and the struggle itself can

be exhausting for an individual. To change things in the long term, we need to

organize and build capacities for collective struggles and victories.

We are organizing to build the collective power we need if we want to

achieve those victories.
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Of course, collective power does not come and is not maintained by itself. We

need capacity development to be able to apply relevant strategies, tactics, and

methods to build the qualitative and quantitative strength of our organizations to

effectively wage collective struggles.

In this sense, it is important to create structures through organizing, and to open

space for the participation of a larger number of people. If we are successful in

this, the organizers themselves become only a part of a group and are not its key

element. Therefore, it is necessary to strive for our presence and work as

organizers to become redundant over time, for people to work on their own and

achieve victories on their own. If nothing can be done without an organizer, then

there is a danger that we will end up in a situation where one or a few people

service the individual needs of the members. This is the situation we still have in

most unions.

Modern working conditions are such, not only in the media, that the question

"how to organize?" is quite logically raised. How to reach out to our colleagues?

How to freely discuss problems? We are often not even sure who our colleagues

are, especially if we are freelancers or work in newsrooms where work is primarily

done from home. Overcoming these initial problems is not easy and requires

effort. However, the practice of union organizing shows that there are solutions,

but also that we must not skip that first step of meeting and talking with

colleagues.

We should begin by talking to the people we know, whom we see regularly, and

try to find out what problems they face at work. Don't lead them – we don't want

them to repeat our views or agree with us, but we want to slowly map people

who are ready to join the fight. It is important to listen to our colleagues and try to

get basic information from them – name, contact, workplace. If we really listen in

a short conversation of five minutes, we can  get all that information. In principle

that conversation should consist of us listening to the interlocutor for at least

70% of the time.

In those conversations, our colleagues will most often direct us towards the

person to whom to talk next: "He had a similar problem, too", "The colleague from

the third floor talked about it", etc. It is enough to talk to all these people for five

minutes. We can do it in the corridor, sometimes in the office, in a cafe, at the bus

stop - but it is important that our interlocutors feel relaxed during the

conversation.

In the first round of discussions with our colleagues, it is important to talk very

briefly with as many people as possible – we want to cast as wide a net as

possible and see what we will find in it later. 
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We are creating a map of the community that we want to organize, and it is

important to understand who is in which position, who works in which editorial

board, who are the people close to them, what problems they face, whether

they want to solve those problems and what is the best solution for them. The

most important thing is to map the problems that the largest number of people

feel the most deeply about, as well as to map who the organic leaders among

the colleagues are – who are the people who are ready to really organize their

colleagues and accept the responsibility of starting a union.

When we say organic leaders, we don't mean the people who always push

themselves to the foreground to emphasize themselves or their needs. In every

group there are people who have been in a certain position for a long time,

which is why they know a lot of their colleagues. We always have a person who

remembers everyone's birthdays, a colleague who organizes recreation or

parties – in any case, the real organic leaders are those whose name other

people mention the most. When in those five minutes of conversation you hear

the same names being mentioned, make a note of them as they could be the

leaders you are looking for.

Organic leaders will be vocal about the problems at work, they will organize

social events, they are involved in the community, are recognized, and

recommended by other workers, and often already have some understanding

of unionism. Mapping these people is extremely important for the next steps

and for the eventual formation of the union.

The next round of conversations with those whom you consider to be ready

and willing to be included in the struggle, as well as to be able to take over the

organizational tasks, must be a little longer. Trust is slowly gained. At this point,

people will already talk more openly, some will already suggest how they can

contribute. It would be good if everyone you talk to in the second round gets

some tasks to complete until your next conversation. They could also talk to

five colleagues each, or to map who is where in the company or to look at

certain laws, etc.

In this way, it will slowly crystallize who makes up the future nucleus of the

union, who are the people who can and want to take on the task of organizing

and become an organizing committee. With the closest circle of people, have

serious conversations for an hour each and, at the end, make a joint meeting

with all of them.

In all these conversations, it will become clearer what are the problems that

affect the largest number of people, that is, what needs to be solved in order to

build collective power and how the workers can achieve victories.
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How to Start Organizing

Our task is to map what are the problems that many people are facing, and
what are the topics and problems that drive them. We can/should start by
solving the problems that we estimate most people will be engaged in, and,
what is more important, we must first choose the fights that we can win.

It may happen that for most people the problem will be low wages or long

working hours. Some colleague might face mobbing or non-compliance with

the provisions of the contract on sick days and days off. These are all big and

significant problems, and most often they are not individual, but affect a much

larger number of people. For a forming union, these problems represent a big

bite.

To begin with, together with the collective that is slowly forming, we must focus
on solving the problems that can be solved more easily. By achieving victories,
we build collective power. Those who participated in that struggle will be
strengthened, new people will feel encouraged and will join. With each victory,
our collective will grow and become stronger.

Some of the problems we will learn about during the initial conversations may
sound trivial, but they may turn out to affect a large number of workers. Such
problems can be the lack of coffee machines or snacks at work, lack of toilets or
their distance, regulation of the smoking areas, etc. These are certainly not the
biggest problems that plague workers, but they can affect their satisfaction
during the time spent at work or their productivity.

We can solve such problems relatively easily with small actions, for example, by
creating a petition that we would address to the employer or by distributing
stickers or badges that indicate the problem, etc. The very process of
organizing will already attract people, and if we win, it will be a significant step
in our organizing. Do not forget to inform your contacts about the course of
actions and their outcome through short newsletters.

As our collective and our collective power grow, we can move on to bigger and
more complicated fights. Our goal is to reach a sufficient number of workers,
ideally two-thirds of the employees in a company, so that we can form a union
and negotiate collectively with the employer.

However, we will emphasize once again that it is important to choose the
battles we enter as well as what actions we will take to solve problems. In the
desire to solve problems as soon as possible, we often make mistakes. In effect,
we jump out with attempts at more serious mobilization (e.g. organizing
protests) without first creating a structure. The effects of actions carried out in
this way are usually ephemeral, and people do not join our efforts and
organizations. 
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This does not happen because we did not even allow those people to get to

know us. Why would they get involved if we already know what the problem is

and how it should be solved?

That is why it is very important to choose our fights well, and in the

implementation of the actions, their preparation, realization and later informing

people about the successes, to include as many future members of the trade

union as possible. Only if they really participate, people are empowered and

recognized as part of the collective.

Escalation

The path to establishing trade union can be viewed as a walk up the stairs – in

order to reach the goal, it is necessary to climb one step at a time, but with each

step we will climb higher and be stronger.

Each of the steps in problem solving and gradual escalation is equally

important, and not a single one must be skipped if we are going to build the

collective power of our union. What would it look like in an example?

To begin with, our activists could conduct a survey among employees and find

out what could be the problem that we want to solve first, the struggle we are

fighting first. The results we got during the survey can be communicated

through a newsletter to all the contacts we have gathered by talking to people.

Afterwards, we can create and share an informative flyer in which we talk about

the problem we are trying to solve. When we have informed the employees

about all this, we could, for example, make stickers that will indicate the

problem, and, perhaps, the possibilities of its solution. The petition among the

employees could follow – everyone who wants to solve that problem will give

their signature after seeing that there is an idea of solving the problem bothering

them collectively. After that, we can also send a collective complaint to the

employer, stating that "we want to solve this, and we know it's possible". Only

when we have done all these steps, our representatives should go to a meeting

with the company's management.

In each of these steps it is important that our activists talk to new colleagues.

When you give someone a newsletter, it is important to talk to them and even

ask if they would like to join your organization.

Escalation of action and steps in organizing do not have to look exactly like this,

and they must certainly be adapted to the specific context in which you work.

However, it is important that each of those steps includes talking to new people

and involving them, not only to increase the number of members, but to have

them as active participants in the following events. 
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In addition, each next step is more and more visible, both to the employees and

to the management, so we can expect an increase in pressure against

organizing, which we can resist only by gradually building and growing our

collective power.

Formation of a Trade Union

Our goal is to build collective power, and this is something we must always

work on even when we win bigger battles. The establishment of a trade union

is a significant step for raising the level of our collective power, but also for its

preservation and use. Namely, in the largest number of countries, it is precisely

the trade unions that are legally recognized representatives of workers'

collectives before the employer and the state. To enter the process of collective

bargaining and thus solve problems in the workplace, in most countries we

must have a union.

At this point, we will immediately remind ourselves that to form a union, we

need to follow local laws, but also that we must not fall into the trap of

seemingly easy union registration – the fact that the law requires a small

number of members for registration does not mean that such a union will

enable us to improve the working and financial position of the collective. To

really build a union that has collective power, we must build the collective

gradually, involve and educate people and achieve victories. The trade union is

registered when we already have a large percentage of workers organized in

the company or sector, when we have a built structure and ongoing activities

that include victories.

Our focus must be on the steps we've mentioned – talking with colleagues and

recognizing organic leaders, detecting problems, and solving problems, that is,

opening the space for struggle and gradual escalation.

We are not doing all this alone, nor with a couple of friends with whom we

decided to start organizing. The key is to detect who the organic leaders are

through the conversations we have with our colleagues, and to form an

organizing committee with them that will take on the tasks of expanding and

establishing the union.

The organizing committee expands membership, provides leadership,

educates, and agitates, organizes collective actions, continues mapping,

maintains a network of one-on-one communication among colleagues;

committee members are the eyes and ears of the union, and ultimately these

people build and establish the union.
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One more thing is very important – our organizing committee must be a of

cross-section of the general demographic  in the company or sector where

the organizing takes place. This means that we must have adequate

representation of women, people of different ages, different professions and

positions, representatives of national or other minorities, if there is a significant

number of workers belonging to those groups.

To satisfy all these criteria, it is important to approach the organization

thoroughly, from the smallest segments to the largest. This means that in a

media company, it is necessary to organize a certain editorial board within one

media, perhaps a technical service, then the whole media, then another media

of the same publisher, then the entire company. In this way, organizing can be

spread to other media companies and even to the entire media sector in one

city, and even the country.

We register a union when we have organized and involved more than half,

maybe even two thirds of the workers in a certain company or sector, and when

our organization does not have these people only as members on paper but as

active participants who build collective power.

Find Your Allies
 

Our union or the collective that will form it are not and should not be alone in

the struggle they are leading. There are always allies and we need to turn to

them. We must build relationships with them as we build the collective itself. 

Who the allies are depends on the context in which our organizing takes place,

but these could often be other already existing unions, regardless of whether

they are from the media sector or another field. There are also media

associations for which members' labor rights are an important topic, although

they themselves often do not actively deal with the issue. We can also find allies

among non-governmental organizations dealing with labor rights or media

freedom, and we must never forget our audiences and influential individuals

who can be a key factor in exerting pressure on media owners and

management.

The list of allies does not end here, but as we said, it depends a lot on the

context in which the organizing takes place. The allies can appear in places we

least expect them – it is up to us to assess at what moment we need help and

what kind of help, whether that means a public appearance by our allies or

some internal support.
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Sometimes we will need material or technical support from allies, or help in

making certain materials (stickers, badges, banners, etc.); sometimes it will be a

public letter of support or help in distributing our announcements. It should be

borne in mind that sometimes in conflicts with the employer, we do not want or

are not allowed (due to provisions in contracts or the law) to send out our

members, or we simply do not want to reveal to the employer who the members

of our committee are. Allies can help us in this – for example they can read our

announcements publicly or send a large number of complaints to the editors or

media management, organize a support protest or put pressure on the

employer and institutions from which we expect a reaction in some other way.

Our union is not alone, and the problems we face, no matter how difficult they

are, don't happen to us alone most of the time. There are other people and

organizations who have gone through or are going through similar things or

just feel class or professional solidarity. Their help is welcome.

Journalists are Not Alone

The precarization of work in previous decades has also affected the media

sector to a large extent, yet the problems faced by media workers are also

present in other sectors, which is why it is important and necessary to connect

the struggles of workers both among different branches, and in different cities

and countries.

A real drop in wages, an increase in working hours, insecure contracts that

often do not include the possibility of paid sick leave, maternity leave or

vacation, blurring the line between work and free time, shifting the costs of

production to the workers themselves, moving pension age limits, are some of

the issues that, physically and psychologically, make people's lives more

difficult, are increasingly present across the professions and are slowly

becoming normalized. 

In the media, there are more and more freelancers and workers who do not

have long-term contracts, which consequently makes the positions of those

who are permanently employed more insecure. An increasing number of

freelancers who work on the Internet or through various mobile applications,

those who work “on demand”, as well as cultural workers whose position has

always been quite close to media workers, are in a similar situation. The

struggles waged by workers in these sectors can serve as a model and

connecting with organizations of workers from these sectors can contribute

both to mutual help and to the purpose of transferring knowledge and

experiences.
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In many countries there are campaigns advocating a living wage as a universal

benchmark for the necessary and dignified earnings of workers. This concept

implies that the methods of calculating what would be the guaranteed salary

have changed, and that it replaces the concept of the minimum wage where it

exists. A living wage includes enough money needed for a dignified life for a

family of three, which includes the costs of education, healthcare, food and

drink, transportation, recreation, clothing, and a certain percentage for savings.

Even more widespread and successful are the campaigns for shortening

working hours, i.e., the introduction of a four-day working week. One less

working day would leave people with more time to devote to family and friends,

recreation, education, and cultural activities. The pilot projects carried out so far

show that one less working day leads to less stress among workers, but also to

a reduction in pollution in cities due to reduced use of means of transport.

Some feminist organizations support efforts to shorten the work week,

believing that in this way the time needed for housekeeping, child and elderly

care, which now take up disproportionately more of women's time, could be

distribute more equally.

Workers in communal services, platform workers and logistics workers and

their unions can offer several examples of successful struggles to obtain a fair

contract, which is the desire of many freelancers who have found themselves in

this uncertain position not by choice, but because no one is offering them more

secure employment.

The working and material position of journalists and the situation in our

media can be improved. It was never going to be easy, but it is certainly

possible if we organize ourselves and build collective power.
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